Yankee Beemers Motorcycle Club
April 2017
“Release the HOUNDS ! “

Join Dana Lewis for his Goulds Sugarhouse Ride
Saturday April 22 2017
Follow the “Savant of Roads” over hill and dale through
Worcester and Franklin counties to his favorite breakfast spot.
We meet up at the Shell Gas station at Rt. 2 (exit 16) in Orange, MA. at the
Rt. 2/202 junction. Arrive by 9:30am. Leaving at 10:00am sharp for a guided
back road barn storm of scenic farm roads, shaded canopies of trees and
twisted roads. Arriving at Gould’s Sugar House, Rt. 2 in Shelburne Falls by
approx. 11:00am for the BEST Waffles, Pancakes, Corn Fritters, Hot Coffee
and pickles. Weather is always unpredictable. We’ve ridden in sun, rain,
sleet and even snow so dress accordingly. BE There!
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Prez Says

Ken

Greetings YB Nation! Welcome! Bienvenue, Bienvenidos,
Namaste, Wilkommen , Spring has sprung. Sorta, kinda,
not really.. Oh wait.. Just kidding..

I rode to work today for the 4th time in 2017. Some of my
co-workers and fellow YB’s are heading out for a ride-to-eat
lunch at the Red Arrow Diner. The situation is improving!
Pay no attention to the foot of snow we got yesterday. April
has made fools of us for the moment, but it will be merely a
melted memory just in time for the Frosty Nutz...

Thank you to all the folks who made the trek to the March
Gold Card Breakfast. It was nice to catch up with some of
the more far flung YB’s. Ray McKenna, Lee Shephard, Dan
Walton, Mallory Slate, Deb Macchi, and many others
trekked on on a chilly morning to choke down with us. The
Gold Cards help get the club’s rally season started. Thanks
to Steve Thomas for helping out.
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Rich Roy led a ride to the Petersham Coutry Store last
week. If you’ve never been out there, its a great place to
eat and the surrounding roads are Fantastic. John Shields
is leading a mid week journey this week. YOU should too !
Our next event is Dana’s Ride to Goulds Sugar House
on April 22nd. We meet up at the Shell Gas station at Rt.
2 (exit 16) in Orange, MA. at the Rt. 2/202 junction. Arrive
by 9:30am. Leaving at 10:00am sharp for a guided back
road barn storm of scenic farm roads, shaded canopies of
trees and twisted roads. Arriving at Gould’s Sugar House,
Rt. 2 in Shelburne Falls by approx. 11:00am for the best
Waffles, Pancakes, Corn Fritters, Hot Coffee and pickles.
Weather is always unpredictable. We’ve ridden in sun, rain,
sleet and even snow so dress accordingly.
In deference to Easter, our Monthly Breakfast At the Willowbrook is April 23rd. You’re all gonna need to go on a
diet the following week.
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Following all
that is the
Frosty Nutz
Campout at
Wilgus State
Park April 2830th. Join us
for our first
campout of
the year. Its a
fantastic excursion into
the twisty
roads of Vermont. We
camp along
the Connecticut River,
have a big pot
luck dinner
Friday Night,
grill and hang
out by the
bonfire. If
you’ve never
been, join us!
On a sadder note, for those who havent heard, Kermit
Easterling , the Kermit Chair inventor and very good friend
of the BMW community has passed away. Many of youse
have been sitting in his chairs for decades, and he will be
fondly remembered.
Duncan Cooper, Eric Keugler and John Shields are working
hard on this years Pemi River Rally. I can’t wait. If you are
interested in volunteering at the rally, let one of them know!.
Riding season is here, and not a moment too soon!.
See you on the roads.
-Ken
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Secretary’s Notations
Karl Renneker
@yankeebeemers

Now that we suffered Winter Part 2, can we move on to Spring Part
2? February was strange month with several days in the 60s and peculiar riding opportunities. But Spring, she is a fickle mistress, slipped
back into the shadows and March started with plenty of New England
nastiness – snow, ice, sleet… all around terrible riding conditions. This did not bode well for riding to our March meeting. Only two
bikes made it – a KTM with knobbies and a Grom. Hopefully everyone
got to enjoy the Grom’s stunt show of wheelies and burnouts after the
meeting. After all, we are a motorcycle club!
Even though the weather felt like mid-winter, attendance was strong
with nearly 60 members brushing show off of their cars and checking
air pressure in the winter tires to make the trek to the Willow Brook for
some chow and camaraderie. It was the Gold Card Meeting which
surely brought out several people from hibernation. If you don’t know,
purchasing a Gold Card gets you into all of the Yankee Beemer rallies
over the year for one flat price. If you attend two or more, then you
should get a Gold Card. But they are only available in person at the
March meeting each year. If you missed yours this year, plan on getting one in 2018.
We all know the main YB events – Frosty Nuts, Pemi (where it NEVER
rains), Damn Yankees, etc… But I just can’t wait for proper riding
weather and doing cool motorcycle stuff. NO MORE WINTER.
Just a few things I’m looking forward to:
Wild Rabbit Moto Show, MCN in Lowell, Third Thursdays at Tamper
Cafe, Vintage Bike Show at the Star Drive-in, Welcome East Moto
Show, Barber Vintage Festival, random Saturday afternoons in Vermont dodging cagers and coppers, drinking beer in my driveway while
pretending I know how to turn wrenches, bribing my friends with beer
who have proper tools &know how to use them. Bring on the season!

Yankee Beemers… we ride far, fast and frequently!
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Editors View
Dwight Nevins

Ah Spring !

OK I’m NO Paul Provost , but I have been back in the saddle for a few junkets
around the south shore. Feels pretty good ! Let the Moto Season begin !
My Equipment rundown :
I need to change out the car tire on my Goldwing which goes flat every 24
hours , for an actual motorcycle tire ( on sale for 150$ at Dennis Kirk) , but
otherwise Bertha should be Good to Go!
I put a new Chain and Sprockets on the Vstrom, under $200 for a complete
final drive, NOT BAD compared to the cost of the same on a Beemer.
Strom Thurman is Ready for Adventure ( some tiny adventures anyway).
I repossessed the SYM HD200 scooter from my Son in Law,
who had left it out in the West Warwick winter to slowly return to mother earth
(plastic has a half life of ???? Years ?) We got that going with a fresh battery
and gas, and some work on the Brakes. Sym is also a perfect learner / loaner.

The R60 toaster needed only a new leather seat cover with white stitching
and a fresh Lawn Tractor battery > Tumbleweeds here we come!
That leaves the R100 , brakes re-assembled , new lines , I thought she was
all set to take on our Vacation to Nashville ! Or so I thought, until that puddle
of DOT4 appeared underneath the bike after she left the stand ;-(
DANG a Leaking master cylinder. I called Max’s to see if they would do a
rebuild, they politely declined saying that the cause of the leak is likely an imperfection in the Brake Cylinder bore , and forwarded me to Rusty in Parts to
order a new MC ( Master Cylinder not Motor Cycle). $ 350 USD for a new one
OUCH , I considered trying to lose the whole Cable to MC under the tank setup with an Ebay part , But then I remembered AIRHEAD tech day is just
around the corner , So hopefully she’ll still be ready to visit the Music City .
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Tim Hille’s MA Airheads Spring Tech Day
4/22 8a—5p Theme of the day "Get it off the trailer"
We want to help get these projects started. We know a few of you
who have had their Airheads parked far too long. Whatever the
reason - you have a new bike, life got in the way - kids, grand kids
work... No more excuses. We are kicking off the spring tech and
riding season with a dust-em-off and get some help theme.
The attendees will provide more advise, used parts and other assorted and potentially unwanted comments to help you get your
project off the ground. The offer from the Tim Hille the MA Airmarshal is this * Trailer service to the tech day from up to 30 miles away (if we
have more than one taker, we may need to do transport in advance of the tech day
* Group will advise and help develop a build plan for your project

* First two takers get half day of lift time at the event to save back
pain for inspection of project candidate
* 10 hours of shop time and lift time at future schedule times 1:1 or
small group to keep project moving - trailer service included, or
short-term storage
** For motivation - We will have a ride at the end of the day to Rota
Spring Farm Ice Cream in Sterling MA - the first to arrive at tech
day with their trailer project gets a loaner bike for this ride courtesy
of MA Air Marshal
Now, dust them off, free up the seized brakes to be sure you can
roll or drag them onto a trailer and the Airhead gang will help get
you back on two wheels.
If in the end, you find the project is too much for you, I bet there
will be a buyer at the event to help unburden you and find a good
home for your baby.

Tim’s address : 206 Taylor Road, Stow MA
Contact # 978-760-0650
Ed note: Unfortunately this is the same day as Dana’s
Goulds ride
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Just Keep Riding
By Paul Provost

“Unfortunately, it looks like the last good day of riding
weather for me. It's time to finally summerize my bike and
put it away for the next three seasons.”

Looks like Paul’s IN DEEP now boy !
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After scrutinizing the weather reports, in spite of the snow forecasted
and the fact that I had to get to work in a few hours, it appeared today would be a ‘more favorable day than some others’ to keep my
weekly winter riding streak alive. I’d managed to ride out portions of
winter storms Decima and Stella, and all my winter gear and skills
were well prepared, so what could possibly go wrong ?
I set out to loosely follow one of New England Riders ‘Best Dirt
Rides of MA’ (“Mt Wachusett to Ware”) and predictably and purposefully wandered off course to explore ‘some random dirt roads’ along
the way. At the first scenic spot, I broke out my camera to share the
beautiful surroundings with friends and suddenly, the first flurries began to fall. “How pretty”, I thought. Sooner than expected, the falling
snow began to cover the road and then proceeded to blossom into a
small winter storm.
As I mounted my bike and lowered my visor, no matter how I tried, I
couldn’t seem to clear all the snow from my view. Much to my surprise and dismay, the gusting snow had found its way between the
two layers of my raised pinlock visor and immediately turned into
large scattered drops of water obscuring my vision by about roughly
90 %.
Now, unfortunately, the most expedient route home (to get to work)
involved a few small highways, a whiteout and also potential black
ice conditions. Complicating matters, while struggling to keep up with
traffic, I noticed my bike beginning to stutter, as if low on fuel. I
quickly reached down and switched to reserved where disparagingly
it continued to gasp. I realized later, in hindsight, I was not out of
fuel, but instead
simply overcautiously riding with too low
RPMs in high gear
‘in the heat of the
moment’, lol.

Live and learn,
just keep riding!
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POOR Paul’s riding season, Slowly melting away

This CLOCK says it all !
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EW .. Nipmuck, My girlfriend had that once on Pain Hill !
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Self-driving cars expected to make riders safer.”

More fake news to tell .

Victor Cruz

Last October, Bloomberg ran a story titled, “Self-driving cars will be the
best thing to happen to motorcycles”. It’s worth thinking about. So what’s
the connection?
There’s been no shortage of
stories in the press about autonomous cars and advanced
driver assistance systems
(ADAS). Auto braking is making in-roads. With sensors
and cameras mounted to
windshields, companies like
JN Phillips have developed
tools that can recalibrate
these sensors whenever your
auto glass needs replacement.
Features like wheel lane
alignment and blind side
warnings have been around a
long time, and what was once
exclusive to higher end vehicles has drifted downstream to the mid-size
category. Before the current administration, regulators were mulling over
making auto-braking a mandatory feature in all passenger cars by 2020.
With Trump in office, I suspect that ADAS, anti-lock brakes, traction control, airbags and any regulations enacted to keep drivers from dying at the
wheel, will all be rolled back, deemed too onerous and costly to the auto
industry. Brakes will be “optional”. And why not? When mentally ill people
collecting disability payments can now (by executive order) freely buy assault weapons, when oil and gas behemoths no longer need to report on
their methane gas emissions, you might as well make brakes optional.
Will self-driving cars be the best thing to happen to motorcycles? Let’s get
real for a moment. Let’s try to ignore “alternative facts” for a second. Would
you give up control of the wheel to hackable software? Fact: bug-free software is nonexistent. Tesla claims its system is closed loop; impossible to
hack. During a field test, a couple of college kids hacked a friend’s Jeep
while following close behind it. They were able to remotely control the wiper blades, turn on the radio and turn off the ignition.
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We live in an age where botnets can be rented and used to launch distributed denial of service attacks, if you happen to want to partially bring
down eBay or Amazon, or a slice of North Korea, for example. Forget
about buggy software. I can’t sleep as a passenger when someone else
is driving. I don’t know about you, but I don’t plan to give up control to a
four-wheeled rolling robot while boring through the Ted Williams tunnel
or crossing the Tobin bridge. Where’s the poll numbers that show how
many people actually want to buy or travel in a self-driving cage? Hard
enough to yield the keys to your kid.

The Bloomberg story quotes Karl Viktor Schaller, head of development at BMW Motorrad. His argument goes like this: When
robots are at the wheel, far fewer bikers will die on the road.
That’s allegedly because the car will see you coming towards it
well before you see it. It will calculate your speed, and know not
to turn in your path. This assumes many things. For one, the
ADAS suffers from zero glitches; that the sensors are in perfect
sync. Have you ever gone a month without the need to reboot
your laptop? My Lenovo ThinkPad is highly reliable, but I would
not bet my life on it.

Self Driving Trucks
The 7 meter (23 foot)-long T-Pod has a total weight of 20 tons
when loaded down fully with cargo, which is smaller than most
transport trucks. But platooning the vehicles can replicate the
transport power of larger vehicles, while keeping range and efficiency at their best. Also, because the vehicles are designed to
be remotely piloted, they don’t incur additional idle work time for
drivers while they’re stopped and recharging.
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Schaller believes the additional (alleged) safety afforded by selfdriving cars will help spur motorcycle sales among the risk
averse populace. “It would mean a dramatic enhancement in
safety for the motorbike,” Schaller said. “And it would guarantee
a wider user group.”
That is the hope. A mountain of trust has to be crossed by elephants for that to happen. Maybe when 60% of cars on the road
are piloted by GPS and software, wannabe bikers will suddenly
decide that riding is now a safe pursuit. Reports show the exact
opposite. Riding just got more dangerous. The bad news is that
traffic fatalities, for years in decline, have ballooned by 7% in the
past 18 months, the largest uptick since 1966(!) We all know the
culprit here: smartphone addicts texting to distraction.
In the first six months of 2017, overall traffic-related fatalities
were up by 10.4%. NHTSA chief Mark Rosekind called the increase in driving deaths “an immediate crisis.” Bloomberg: “A
disproportionate number of these fatalities are motorcycle riders,
as revealed by one shocking statistic: While bikers account for
less than one percent of vehicle miles traveled in the U.S., motorcyclists suffered 14.2 percent of all traffic deaths in 2015.”
I’m as guilty as the next teenager. I support laws like they
passed in NH last year and in NY about ten years ago. Permit
hands-free cellphone use; otherwise ban it. But if telecom giants
Time Warner and Verizon start crying poor, our lying hillbilly racist AG Jeff Sessions will probably work to roll those laws back,
too. Not likely, since recreational marijuana is in his crosshairs.
This is the same guy who thought the KKK was: “OK until I found
out they smoked pot.” Our country is in deep doo doo .
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Upcoming YB Events

April May June July 2017
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Dana;s Goulds Ride
YB Breakfast Mendon
Frosty Nutz Rally Ascutney, Vt

2017 Dates :

Send your photos articles for the Boxer SHORTS to
YBSHORTS@GMAIL.COM

April 22 2017
April 23 2017
April 28,29,30

Upcoming Events

